Schematic Meeting 3

East Campus Library Renovation
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AGENDA

Schematic Meeting 3

- Project Schedule
- Confirm Meeting Dates
- Discuss meeting Goals
- Discuss Access Scope of work
- Discuss Design Options
- Review next Steps
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SCHEDULE

Kick Off Meeting

Schematic Design!

February 1 - March 29 2010

Design Development

April 5 - May 31 2010

Construction Documents

June 1 - September 20 2010

State Architect Review

October 1 2010 - March 1 2011

Bid

March 1 - May 15 2011

Construct

Summer 2011
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**SCHEDULE**

Schematic #2: Discuss Options  
February 11 2010  9 - 11 AM

Schematic #3 Refine Selected Option  
March 4 2010  2 - 4 PM

Schematic Meeting #4 Present Final Option  
March 18 2010  2 - 4 PM

Design Development #1 Kick off  
April 1 2010  2 - 4 PM
SCHEMATIC DESIGN TASKS

Confirm Program, Budget and Schedule
Set Priorities
Possible tours?
Establish basic relationships
Generate options for space layout

TODAY
Refine selected layout
MAIN FLOOR

Access issue to Faculty area

Proposed shared secondary access

Solves Faculty and tech training issue after hours access

Bonus: added space in Flex classroom
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OPTION 3
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View from CAI towards Entrance
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View from Popular Library
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View from General Seating towards Gallo Room
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Gallo Reading Room
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View down Power Aisle Towards Circulation Desk
Q & A
Next Steps